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Preface

I

met Marilyn Gittell as a student during her first year of teaching
(at Queens College, a part of the City University of New York). I
was in the middle of my junior year and in the process of changing
my major from English literature to political science. I can still remember the passionate way Professor Gittell spoke of state and local government. She helped us understand that it was of vital importance to
the strength of communities and neighborhoods, to entire cities and
regions, and to the healthy functioning of democracies.
Marilyn had a forceful way of driving points home. She once asked
us in class where we would be if the NYC Sanitation Department
refused to collect our garbage. I remembered this moment vividly
about 10 years later, while wading past piles of huge, foul-smelling
garbage bags while walking through Soho one evening in London
with my husband, just after seeing a wonderful play!
By my senior year, I had become her research assistant and a parttime babysitter for her two children, Amy and Ross. After my graduation, we stayed in touch as I began my career in publishing. A bit less
than 5 years later, when I founded SAGE Publications, Marilyn and
her husband celebrated with me and the man who would later
become my husband. As she was lamenting the lack of a City
University Press, which thwarted her desire to start a journal in the
field of urban research, I announced that I was a publisher and that
SAGE would be delighted to publish such a journal. Irwin Gittell
became our company’s first accountant. Nine months later, Urban
Affairs Quarterly (now Urban Affairs Review) was born. It was the
first publication to carry the SAGE imprint.
Within 2 years, SAGE was well-known in the field of urban studies
and rapidly being seen as a growing publishing house in the fields of
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sociology and political science, with authors and advisors of national
and international renown.
Forty-five years later, Marilyn and I were still good friends and
“unindicted co-conspirators.” We worked together closely on launching and defining the mission of the McCune Foundation from early
1990 until her death at the beginning of 2010. Marilyn Gittell had
significant influence on the foundation’s board and helped to define
its role in seeking to build social capital by supporting the grassroots
efforts of women and the underserved of Santa Barbara and Ventura
Counties (on the so-called Gold Coast), in California.
As a mentor, role model, advisor, friend, she was unparalleled. She
was also a fellow member of the world’s greatest grandmother club.
She will be sorely missed—but not forgotten.
Sara Miller McCune
Founder and Executive Chairman
SAGE Publications
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Activist Scholar
As a political scientist, it is true, she has always rejected the
posture of the uninvolved scholar, her politico-educational
activism often embroiling her in the very issues which also
constituted the subject of her research.
(“Mr. Shanker’s Vendetta,” 1974)

Marilyn Gittell believed strongly in research and scholarship that provided insights and perspective to help people engage more effectively
in policy discourse and policy making. In her view, incorporating
groups that lacked access to the political system and decision making
on issues that affected their lives strengthened democracy and improved
policy making. While others studied who had power, she studied who
lacked it and why. Her efforts were strongly grounded in political theory and academic research, but unlike most academic scholars, her
work had a political and public serving purpose. In its 2010 obituary,
the New York Times characterized Marilyn Gittell as “an activist and an
analyst on a range of social issues” (Fox, 2010).
Marilyn Gittell was trained as a political scientist, receiving an
undergraduate degree in political science from Brooklyn College in
1952, a master’s in public administration from New York University
in 1953, and a doctorate in political science in 1960. She began her
xi
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professional career at Queens College in 1960 and quickly rose in
rank from instructor to full professor and director of the Institute for
Community Studies, all in 7 years. In a career that spanned 5 decades,
Gittell produced a substantial body of work that included 9 books,
6 edited volumes, more than 40 peer-reviewed articles, and 24 book
chapters. She supplemented that with testimony to city, state, and
federal governmental entities; newspaper editorials; and reports
published by research centers she directed. She was a mentor to three
generations of scholars, accomplishing this in classroom instruction,
in seminar leadership, and through intensive relationships with students as partners in research, writing, and publications. After her
passing, in urban policy forums now the question often comes up:
“What would Marilyn have said and thought about this?”
Marilyn was a path breaker not only on scholarship and linking
the academy to policy matters and to working-class and low-income
people but also among women in the academy. Today it’s frequently
said that having a family while getting tenure is extraordinarily difficult, and many female academics wait to have children until they
have established themselves. But the challenges for female scholars
were even greater in the 1960s. Marilyn Gittell began her career when
the academy was even less accepting of women who chose to have a
career and also a family. She not only did both—family and career—
very well, but she also sought to transform both institutions and help
make workplaces and families better places for generations of men
and women who followed.
In the early 1970s, the New York Times reported on the recommendations she and others on the Queens College Advisory
Committee on the Status of Women had made to transform the
institution for working parents. A quotation from the New York
Times captures the stark reality of the situation for women in the
academy at the time, and it also reflects Gittell’s ability to always “tell
it like it is” and expose the essential inequities and unfairness of institutions and institutional actors.
Current policy at the university requires a teacher to inform her
department chairman as soon as she knows she is pregnant, to leave
without pay at the end of the semester and to stay out of work for an
entire semester. The university has the right not to rehire her. “The
way it works now, it’s almost as if as soon as you get pregnant you
have to get up out of bed and telephone your department chairman,”
says Dr. Marilyn Gittell. (Maeroff, 1972)
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Marilyn Gittell did not try to avoid controversial matters; instead,
in her scholarship and publications, she confronted controversial
issues regularly. Throughout her career, she challenged undemocratic
powerful institutional and bureaucratic structures that made change
difficult. Her first and perhaps most notable foray into a controversial issue was with the New York City (NYC) school system and with
the NYC teacher’s union (United Federation of Teachers, UFT) during the battle over school decentralization in the 1960s (see more
detailed description of this later in this introduction and in the introduction to Part I). The powerful entities questioned by Gittell often
fought back. But Marilyn did not give in or give up. She kept to her
principles and used research and scholarship to try to help improve
the lives of those neglected by prevailing institutions and political
structures.
An illustration of this is in the early 1970s when she was up for
the position of assistant vice president and associate provost at
Brooklyn College. Her appointment followed her very public
work on the decentralization of the NYC schools and her challenges to the NYC teacher’s union. To keep her from gaining this
position, Albert Shanker, then president of the UFT, launched a
public battle, including a paid advertisement in the New York
Times, in which he challenged the quality of her scholarship and
her critique of the teacher’s union. The fight became so contentious that eventually the New York Times editorial board weighed
in, chastising Shanker:
It was an appearance that can only be characterized as a crude
attempt at blacklisting, keyed to the warning that the promotion of
a person with Dr. Gittell’s “anti-union ways” would “threaten the
entire relation that exists between our union and the City
University.”â•‹.â•‹.â•‹.â•‹By rejecting Mr. Shanker’s demand, the Board of
Higher Education has served notice that it has not abdicated its
independence. Given the nature of the threat, it is regrettable that
the board failed to accompany its refusal to surrender with a public
condemnation of Mr. Shanker’s vendetta against Dr. Gittell.
(“Mr. Shanker’s Vendetta,” 1974)

Marilyn Gittell was a lifelong resident of NYC and spent her entire
career at the City University of New York (CUNY) system. She loved
NYC and cities in general. Much of her scholarship was focused on
cities and questions about democracy, participation, and political
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access. And Marilyn Gittell was fully committed to the central mission of CUNY, to serve a diverse student body, especially those
excluded from or unable to afford private universities. Her values
and the way she did her work and lived her life were fully congruent
with the mission of the CUNY system.
In 1978, Gittell moved from Brooklyn College to the Graduate
Center at CUNY and a decade later became the founding director of
the Howard Samuels State Management and Policy Center, a center
she ran until she passed away in 2010. On its website, Gittell described
the center’s mission:
Our aim is to advance and promote democracy by focusing on
areas of research and public policy that are relevant to the work of
community groups and policy-makers. We help increase access to,
and participation in, the political process—especially at the state
and local levels. We provide valuable information that helps foster
equity and quality of services for minorities, immigrants, and
other marginalized groups. (Howard Samuels Center, www.howard
samuelscenter.org)

Under Marilyn Gittell’s leadership, the center became a place
where multiple generations of graduate students learned about
political science, democratic theory, urban institutions, and political
processes, and they learned how to do research that could help to
improve the lives of those often neglected by traditional political
structures and institutions.
Gittell conducted research with support from a variety of
foundations, including the Ford Foundation, the James D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, the Aspen Institute, New
York Community Trust, and the Rockefeller Foundation. And she
was not afraid to challenge even the largest foundations. Unlike
most grant recipients, she often had a contentious relationship
with her funders. She pushed them, as she pushed her students
and others, to identify what was really going on in any particular
context. Her standards were high. They were about democracy.
They were about maximum inclusion in politics and decisionmaking processes. She tried to persuade foundations to use their
resources to improve the conditions and prospects for the
advancement of those underserved and neglected by prevailing
institutions and traditional political structures.
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Strengthening Democracy
The test of the viability of our democracy, we reasoned, was
in its ability to establish a functioning inclusive and participatory political system.
(Gittell, 2008/2009)

Gittell studied education, community development, and welfare and
women’s rights, all with an intention of making democracy stronger
and improving policy and practice for those who were neglected and
often left out of decision making. Incorporating groups that lacked
political power, she believed, was necessary to build a strong democracy, which she believed was essential for responding effectively to
economic and social change.
Beginning her career in the 1960s, she had an extraordinary window to dramatic political, social, and economic change. NYC and
other large cities in the 1950s and 1960s were on the forefront of the
major economic, political, and social transformations. Industrial cities were shifting to postindustrial cities. The suburbs were rapidly
expanding, and the Great Migration and other demographic shifts
brought new populations to the north. But occupational and residential segregation, combined with the transforming economy, reduced
opportunity for many of the immigrant and traditional minority
groups that had become the majority populations in cities across the
United States. And importantly, Gittell argued that these groups
lacked the incorporation mechanisms of the political machine that
had ensured the political incorporation of so many immigrant and
other groups that had come before.
In the 1960s and 1970s, city governments became more bureaucratic and professional in orientation and those who worked in government moved into the middle class and out of cities to suburbs.
This happened while the population within many urban communities changed. These processes created a disconnect between city
governmental agencies and city residents who increasingly looked
nothing like the people managing and influencing policy making at
the city institutions. The civil rights movement and the responses to
urban renewal and other federal urban policies that threatened cities
and their lower-income and minority residents highlighted the need
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for increased access to decision making for minority and low-income
city residents at the same time that city governments were increasingly less representative of and responsive to the people they were
supposed to serve.
Gittell believed in the power of participation to help overcome
these disconnections between urban populations and power. While
other urbanists highlighted larger political economic structures and
the limited power of local residents to change market conditions and
the future of cities, she firmly believed that broader citizen participation would make for a stronger, more robust democracy and a stronger, more sustainable economy. She felt vindicated years later when
Robert Putnam (1993) in Making Democracy Work found that
regions in Italy with stronger civic traditions, more democratic institutions, and broader civic engagement had stronger performing
economies.
As a young scholar, Marilyn Gittell initially focused on urban public school systems. In many suburban and rural school systems, there
was not—and still is not—the disconnection between those running
the schools and the parents of children in the school system as there
was—and still is—in many urban schools. In NYC and other city
school systems, Gittell found that many parents had little control
over what went on in their children’s schools. She argued that urban
school systems could be more responsive to changing community
needs and more effective if the people within the communities were
more engaged in and more in control of the schools.
The idea of the participation of parents in the city schools directly
challenged the prevailing power of school administrators and teachers. In the debates about urban schools in NYC, Gittell was quoted in
the New York Times explaining this idea: “No lasting, meaningful
social change can take place without ‘significant community participation, which would transform the professional’s role and revitalize
public policy’” (Raymont, 1970). This put Marilyn Gittell at the center of a political storm both in NYC and nationally. City schools were
a central battleground during the civil rights movement as groups
sought to reduce inequities through education and individual and
group mobility (Gittell, 1971). Instead of the NYC schools being a
source of mobility and social change, Gittell found that institutional
structures made change difficult and helped to perpetuate inequality.
Gittell was decades ahead of the field of political science, which
later caught up to her with a “new institutionalism” of its own. In the
1960s in the NYC school system, she identified how institutional
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structures, including civil service and union practices, could impose
significant challenges for making governmental and public serving
bodies responsive to residents. Leaving influence largely with professionals meant that, often, decision making was not in the best interest
of the people the decisions were supposed to serve. This finding led
her to challenge the pluralist view of American governance as the
result of competitive interests because, clearly, some important institutions of government (including local school systems) played a
substantial role in decision and policy making and were not responsive to diverse interests, including the interests of constituents who
were supposed to be served.

Finding the Grassroots
Despite urban critics on the Left and the Right who argued that cities
had little control over the things that happened day-to-day, Gittell
thought that the community, the neighborhood, and the essential
elements of day-to-day activity were precisely the things that mattered to people and engaged them in political life. She was in this, as
in many things, significantly ahead of her time; the study of the
“everyday” engagement now consumes vast amounts of intellectual
energy and has emerged as an important area of study. While the Left
looked at class, Gittell looked at the intersection of class and the other
pivot points of inequality in much the way that Iris Marion Young
(1990) later described the faces of oppression. While Gittell acknowledged the broad class inequalities, it was the intersection with other
points of inequality that interested her. It is perhaps then not surprising that her solution wasn’t to radically transform the economic
system but, rather, to incorporate those who were left out—women,
the poor, people of color and others—into the political system. The
inclusion of those voices, she believed, could produce social change
that in turn could reduce inequality and improve cities and society.
It wasn’t just what Marilyn Gittell researched; it was how she did
it. Her idea of strengthening democracy through the engagement of
voices that are often left out figured prominently in her research
design. There is a now burgeoning literature on participatory
research, but she did that research years earlier. For Gittell, research
was a collaborative endeavor performed in the processes of identifying research questions, conducting research, producing scholarship,
presenting findings, and making sense of the implications and using
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findings to effect change. Her interviewees were never “subjects.”
They were informants, experts, and partners in conversations,
research, and social change. She challenged herself and her graduate
students to find the grassroots. And the research was contextualized.
Her inquiries and community studies were of organizations and
people in places, each with its own history and political culture.
Those stories and that context made a difference in how those organizations, communities, and networks formed as well as how, as
researchers, we understood them.
There is an energetic debate today within urban studies about the
limits of the local. Some wonder whether there is something inherently more democratic about the local or if the local can be a restriction when we think about social change. While we’re not entirely sure
of Gittell’s response, we would expect that she would say that there is
something very important about the local for democracy. It’s where
people live and connect and share similar interests with others, and
it is where they collectively confront issues about home, education,
food, and family. That is of fundamental importance. It’s often the
place where the construction of the collective effort with common
goals takes place.
Of most concern to Gittell were those who lacked power and
were without political access to influence important matters that
strongly affected their lives. For people who found it difficult to
gain access to the political system individually, the creation of organizations and group efforts, according to Gittell, were important
vehicles for gaining access to and voice in the political system and
making demands on the system to change to meet their needs. And
the formation of organizations and group efforts could also serve
as “training grounds” to learn the skills and develop the habit of
civic participation.
In the United States, because of the history of residential segregation and the traditional roles of women in the household and communities, the place and space of the neighborhood, the “very local,”
takes on an important political significance. It can be the venue for
underserved groups—for example, people of color and women—to
organize collective efforts, gain political voice, and influence and
develop organizations to serve their needs. It can also serve as the
starting place for political participation and action. How this local
approach will play out in the future is uncertain. We think Marilyn
Gittell would argue that the place of the local is a critical place for
incorporating people who are left out into democracy.
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Organization of the Book
This book of selected works is organized in three parts with an introduction to each of the sections. The brief introductions are written
by three former students and coauthors of Marilyn Gittell—Maurice
Berube, Nancy Naples, and Kathe Newman—and Ross Gittell,
Marilyn Gittell’s son and also a research collaborator. The first topic
area of Gittell’s publications presented is educational reform and
citizen participation. This was an area of her initial focus and on
which Marilyn Gittell established a strong professional reputation
and standing. It also laid the foundation for her latter work. The second group of selections is on community-based organizations and
community organizing. This area of focus was central to Gittell’s
lifelong work, and her publications had a profound impact on the
field of community development. The final section includes selected
Gittell publications on women’s leadership, social capital, and social
change. This subject area was fundamental to all her inquiry, including her work on community development and school reform.
Together, the 3 sections and 12 selections (4 on each topic) provide a
collection that depicts the depth, breadth, and impact of Marilyn
Gittell’s work and life as an activist scholar.
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